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Groundwater Modeling in Subsurface Nuclear Waste Disposal - An OVerview 

by 

T ~ N. Narasimhan .. 
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SUMMARY 

Introduction - The role of groundwater modeling in subsurface nuclear 

waste disposal technology consists o~ 0.) analy::::'.:-.g regional groundwater 

flow in order to select a site with maxi~um path-length and travel-time to 

the biosphere, b) evaluating the ~erturbation caused to. the regional 

flow by the rePository and c) studying the transport of radioactive conta-

minants to the biosphere over tens or even hundreds of thousands of 

years. This paper is an attempt to assess the ability of existing models 

to simulate realistic problems of groundwater flow and contaminq,nt 

transport. Towards this, the 90verning equations will first be given, 

followed by a brief description of the computational.methods used to 

implement the governing equations. Finally the various difficulties that 

challenge the credibi;l.ity and effec,tiveness of the models will be examined. 

Govel;'ning.Equations: For studying long-term effects, thermal phenomena 

can be ignored and two types. of conservation equations, one for flow of 

-watsr and one for each of the chemical species transported must be 
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consid~red. For an appropriately small arbitrarily shaped macroscopic 

vol\llTle element, the conservation equatiol'),s are: 

Fluid :Flow: 

+f: (~) 
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where G is the mass of wa.tergenera.ted, r is the closed surface bounding 
w 

the element, Pw is water density, k .. is f>e~eability tensor, 9 is gravity, 
1.) 

II is viscosity, z is elevation, '1' is pressure head andMc is fluid mass 

capacity (Na.rasimPan and Witherspoon, 1977) ~ 

Solute Transport: 
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---- ..... ,... . .., 
Sourc:;e Advection Hydrodynamic Molecular 

Dispersion Diffusion 

where G is mass of solute generated due to cheptical changes, q is the 
s 

'" .", 
average (parcy) vel()city,cr is mean concentration over d r , q and Care 

measures of the deviations from q and ~ over dr, D .. is hydrodynamic . l.J 

dispersion tensor, Dij_ is the molecular diffusion tensor, and Vw and care 

volume of water contained in and average ooncentration over the volume 

element. In (2) advection is handled-in terms of the average quantity, q. 

Due to ~he variability ·of fluxes within pores alongd r , convective mixing 



occurs at a microscopic level causing concentration profiles to spread. 

Numerous workers have treated such spreading effects as an equivalent 

macroscopic diffusion process through the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient 

Dij which is a function ~~ q Equations (1) and (2) are subject to boundary 

and initial conditions. With suitable assumptions the two equations can 

also be extended to fractured media. 

Math~matical r-iodels - For applying (1) and (2) in a most general fashion, 

numerical methods are preferable to analytical methods. The theme of 

numerical methods is to partition the flow domain into an appropriate 

number of sub domains, and apply the conservation equations to each 

subdomains, subject to compability of fluxes and potentials between 

neighbors. The subdomains could be explicity defined (Integral Finite 

Difference Method, Narasimhan'and Witherspoon, 1976) or implicity defined 

(Method of Weighted Residuals, Finlayson, 1976; Narasimhan, 1978). 

Critical to the evaluation of the integrals in (1) and (.2) are the 

concentrations C 
. d'¥ 

and the grad~ents a; i and 
dC at the interface dr dX i 

These could be evaluated using simple finite differences or using the 

more general finite element techniques (Pinder and Gray, 1976) . 

Since pure advection does not involve mixing, the concept of averages 

used in (1) and (2) can lead to spurious "numerical dispersion" in 

advection-dominated systems. While some workers (e. g. Chaudhary, ,·,1971; 

Gray and Pinder, 1976) have overcome this problem through correction 

factors,improved gradient approximations, and other artifices, others 

have used alternate approaches suchffi the Method of Characteristics 

(Pinder and Cooper, 1970) or Random-Walk techniques (Ahlstrom et al., 1977) 

to handle advective transport. 
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Challenges to Modeling ... Despite active research, the credibility of 

groundwater models for long-<;l,ura"hon predictions of natural systems is 

yet to be f,b:mly established. The challenges inthi$ regard stem from 

a) the gaps between physical system and the conceptual model, b) the 

gaps between the conceptual model and the computational model and 

c) the difficulties associat.eq with the cQmputational procedure itself. 

In regard to (a), sOl\le workers havequ~stioned the validity of the dispersion 

coefficient to quantify the mixing phenomena observed on porous media. 

As for b) flow anQ. transport in geologic systems are approximately ordered 

phenomena in an essentially disordered geomet:ry (Philip, 1973). All model 

parameters are therefore subject to uncertainties due to the size of the 

portion of flow region sampled by the measuring device and the number 

of samples taken. Asa result, one has not only to specify before hand 

to scale of monitoring but also obtain sufficient population of field 

data to assure confidence in the model output. Computationally, problems 

exist in respect of minimizing integration errors, handling discontinui

ties and SO on,. In, addition, con!;iiderable difficulties exist in handling 

to interaction of statistical quantities that are mutually dependent or 

correlated •. 

It appears that m<;lny of the computational difficulties cal?- be overcome 

improved solution strate9'ies. However, the basic problems related to 

parameter uncertainties may continue well into the future. 

3. 
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